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Because I feel that some teachers have exceeded their authority and used poor

judgment in the selection of books, that the majority of parents do not approve of

theSe more objectionable materials, that these same parents have been effectively

squelched in a variety of ways, that many board members would lift. to curb the

excesses, but have abdicated their responsibility because they are intimidated by

the near certainty of being labeled with unkind epithets and castigated by the

professional educatorsand their literature, I would like to take the position that

the school boards do indeed/havn a role in textbook selection, that that role is one

of establishing a policy and that such a policy just might, after careful considera-

tiom, support those who contend that we could use a little so-called censorship.

Hea'.'en knows, they have had precious little support up until now.

I feel in the question'of textbook selection a board of education has four

responsibilities:

I. It Should establish a policy based on the feelings of the community, the

law and its own study and reflection.

2. Boards should determine whether administrativguidelines corr.)/ out their

pol icy.

3. At textbook selection time, they should check to see whether the textbook

choices were indeed based on those gujdelines.

4. Boards consider appeals on book complaint cases that have not been handled

to everyone's' satisfaction at a lower level.

Since the last three items are self-explanatory, I will be dealing with the

first one - the board's responsibility in establishing a policy.

Everyone seems to agree that boards should establish a written po icy on text-

book selection. To quote from the July issue of the American School B )rd Journal,

"In textbook selection as in other curricular issues, a balance must beachieved

among three interests: the right of the teacher to exercise judgment in\ his work.

the right of the student to learn in a climate of, freedoM, zipd the right\of the
I

parent und the community io decide what their schools should\do and -in sgme
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respects how their schools should do it. WithJut clear, written policies - ones

that accurately reflect the communities needs and wishes, achievement of that

balance is virtually impossibl.e."

There is no difficulty in drafting a polio ,if ttie teaching staff and the

community are in agreement as to what is appropriate - regardless of where they

are on the permissive-restrictive spectrum. The challenge comes when they disagree.

Many professionals feel that the board's policy should'give them sole*authority

to maid ,all curricular decisions but there is al increasing clamor on the part of

parent to have a bigger voice in all school matfers and textbooks are no exception.

In a recent Gallup poll, 33% of the parents thought they should have a great deal to

say abobt their children's books and 43% thought they should have some.

Nottoo long ago, U.S. Commissioner of Education, T. H. Bell, said that parents

have a right to expect that the schools in their teaching approaches and selection

of instructional materials will support the values and standards their children are

taught at home and if the schools cannot support values they must at least

avoid deliberate destruction of them. Parents have the ultimate responsibility for

the upbringing of their children. The schocL authority ends where it infringes

or this right. We must pay 'More attention to parents values and seek their advice

more frequently.

So board Members need to establish a policy which stipulates community involve-

ment and then the Superintendent can devise administrative methods Jo implement it.

In our district, we are in the process of conducting a needs-assessment survey

to determine the de'Sires of our patrons on many school issues. On this survey there

is question dealing with textbook selection. It is: "In some classes, students

may read mJny lyes of books representing varying points of view. Attempts have

been made to select the best possible books. How should Worthington schools select

reading materials?

I. Careful selection must be made to stress accepted national vglur2s, religious

viewfv)inls and woral standwd;.



2. All books should be available with consideration to the ages of the student.

3. Students should be allowed toe?dad books about many different political,

-moral End religious philosophies.

4. No opinion.

The parents are.to choose one. When I ran for school board, I passed my own

and on the question "should students be required to read books containing strong

profanity or explicit sex", 73% of the p rents said no.

So surveys are one method of deer It-ling community thinking.
a

I. Some regulations call for !ay articipation on textbook selection committees

and or on committees to make decisions on books that have been qdestioned.,

2. Another way of avoiding problems is to make parent aware ahead of time

that a book Or course mar be objectionable and give the parents a choice.

3. Parents might also be given the opportunity to present a written, signed

statement to the principal of the school listing a book or books that are

objectionable to them and requesting that if these books are assigned to

their children, their children be given an option.

4. Richard Zharacki, Professor of English and Education at Iowa Slate Univer-

sity, suggested trying a questionable book by a jury selected at random..

Also, provision shot;Id be made for a written complaint form. I would not

suggest using the National Council of Teachers of English form as I feel this is

intimidating to parents but it can be adapted.

I do think that, before adoption, boards should submit policy drafts to the

teaching staff for their perusal. The majority of leachers just might approve or

have some good suggestions, and even if they don't, the board will be operating in

on open manner.

When writing a policy, the board's second consideration is its legal authority

in the state and how recent court cases throughout the country have been decided.

It seems that most legislature; relegate textboc. selection to ihe local school

tm-rds and I
know of no court decisions thal have infringed upon the righl of school
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boards to select textbooks. Our Ohio state statute says that the local board shall

determine which textbooks shall be used in the schools under its control. In Ohio

we also have a new criminal code with a "harmful to minors" section.

In a recent court case in our stale, a school board was sued for allowing

Manchild in. the Promised Land and One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest into the curriculum.

I might add that,tt;is'same school board with two different members had been previously

sued for banning Cod Bless You, Mr. Rosewater. In the latter case, tried in the'U.S.

District Court, the judge upheld the board's obligation and responsibility to select

textbooks. In the former case, a common pleas judge, basing his decision on our new

criminal code, found, anJ I quote,-"While a court will ordinarily decide whether a

work taken as a whole lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific

value such determination need not necessarily be made in identical context where

juveniles are involved. The authors themselves never intended these novels to be

designed or usedios textbooks. The court is required to determine whether the

material is offensive to prevailing standards in the adult community with respect

to what is suitable for juveniles. It is difficult to think of any material except

the hardest of hard core pornography that the legislature intended to outlaw if not

. such as the subject book. The court does find that each of these books is offensive

to prevailing standards in th,, adsilt community with respect to what is suitable for

juveniles. The court further finds that said books are harmful to juveniles and

their use as to juveniles should be enjoined. It obviously was the intention of

the. state legislature to place the primary responsibility for what juveniles should

see or read on their parents." The judge refused to allow the book in the general

curriculum but consented to have it used in one course entitled "Street Literature"

which the school offered. the stuck:nts taking the course are required to have

wriftqn paronfal permission. 1, might add that both ihoc,e cases are under appeal and

so far have cost that board $15,000. Concerning parental permiSsion,.the decisions

have been divided but thc. mijority of cases uphold parents' rights. A case in

Illinr)is said that compulsory edur -at ion does not deny i parent all control of the
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education of his child. A case in Oklahoma said that. a parent may make reasonable

selection from the prescribed studies for his cfiild to pursue. A case in Califor-

nia said that a parent may on reasonable grounds have aichild excused from taking

studies or exercises not desired. But anoJter case in Illinois said that a parent

cannot insist that his child be allowed to use a textbook different from that

adopted. A case in Massachusetts ruled"with the greatest respect to parents, their

sensibilities are not the full measure of what'is proper education." 'In the

summary of an article on academic freedom in the schools which appeared in the

National Organization of Legal Problems of Education's School Law Journal in 1.973,

the author'stated in part "There are important limits to freedom of expression

which teachers and students alike should observe in the classroom setting. First

ti .the materials to be sanctioned must be appropriate to the age and maturity of the

students' leve' of development. Second to win constitutional protection-presenta-

.

tion of the questionable material must ie aimed at achieving a reasonable and

detensibje educ. tional objectives. Third, teachers are subject to reasonable

limitations placed upon them by their employers and superiors using community

standards of propriety in the doing."

Mr. M. A. McGhehey of that organization said the important thing to remember

is -that school boards must have uniform standards. He cited a court ruling that

a school boa.r5 could not fire a teacher for using the same words in class that

were in books they had approved for their library shelves.

It seems only sensible to have your present policy, if you have one or any

new one that you may write, checked by an attorney.

,

The third requirement for establishing a textbook policy Is that board members

must clarify their own thinking. Since you so often hear only the professiolpN

views and perhaps you would like some ammunition to combat themI would like to

counter their arguments.

. Their favorite, of course, is that teachers must he. accorded full academic

freedom. To quote from the Arrorican Schml Roard Journal, "A public school

s-
7
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. ..teacher s right to academic freedom is never abci..;.e. It cannot be equated with
J \
/ S .

acadelnic license. Public school teachers have no right to say and teach anything -

thej like. Rather, they have a responsibility tosl:pport and help their students

4
achieve the educational goals and objectives for '.ich the community, through. its

school board, holds its public schools responsib:e."

If we. fail to approve every book that is reccrrended, we Pre for censorship

and book-burning. These are very emotional words t-.at conjure up negative feelings

that all our free thought is going -to be suppres.se2 if one book or a few books are

0

not allowed into curriculum. The notion that we hale to have only two alternatives,

total license or repressive censorship that would destroy all of our freedom, is

irresponsible. We are not talking about the sup2ression of ideas and opinions, we

are talking about the language and style with wh7err they are presented. -

I equate censorship with the government not al:cwirle a book to be written or

4:published. We are not dealing with such an issue. We are simply saying that not

every book published should be read by any stude-t at any level at any time and a

few, a very few books, should not be allowed in a school at all. What we-

are really, dealing with i5 judgment, not censors-,.ip. If a teacher decides to

delete a book because it is raciilt or sexist, that 's professional selection. If

a parent wants to omit material because it conta7ns four-letter words, that is

censorship. Remember, censorship is a political ta-m,'15ot a legal one:

The very people who scream book-burner and =ripten people with the spectre

of Nazi totalitarian regime never stop to consider -nat teachers themselves are

in a sense do in*rument of the state and they a-e -rying to dony parents individual

freedom to decid-2 what is best for their child. zes tne state through its insti-

tution of cr,t,ipu.I',ory education have the power to i--E!rvt2no further in the lives of

chi,l-dren - well beyond its traditional mandlto? 7-: real issue occurs when the

leacher and parent disairee over what is appropr for a child. Who has the

prevailing tight to dicido? By the way, lho vet-. :--cale who scream book-burner

arcs ttif! on,,r, who favor d preponderance of conte-::,-2-y literature, much of which

p 8
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Is very nihilistit in its approach. These ineivi.duals should recall that is was,'in

part, the nihilism that existed in pre-Nazi Germany that allowed that regime to
.

perpetrate these horrors against human beings and burn all those books in the first

,place.

We e a movie, rating system in this. country based on tWe premise that parents

shou decide what their children should see. Perhaps teachers should view (he books

they are assigning as possiblemovies, arrd, if the rating is More than a G, seek

parental guidance.
4 .

Third argument - One book or a few books will not corrupt a child. I happen to

believe that people who argue that books can have no negative effect would also have

to agree that they can have no positive ones, that no one was ever improved by\a

'book, that art is trivial, and education, irrelevant. In chapter six of what

Reading Does to People, the authors quote studies to show that reading can change

attitudes and that the less the reader knows about the complexities of the subject,

the greater the change in the attitude will be. Another study showed that even

small amounts of reading,, fifteen minutes, can produce an attitude change that will

be measurable at the end of eight months and that the Memory ofrreading is seldom

completely blotted-aut. -T. S.'Eliot, in The Human Parrot, points out the following:

"The fiction that we read affects our behavior toward our fellow man, affects our

patterns of ourselves. When we read of human beings behaving in certain ways with

the approval of the author, who gives his benediction to this behaiiior.by his

attitude toward the result of the behavior arranged by himself, we can be influenced

toward behaving in the same was." He argues that the author of a work of imagina-

tion is trying to affect us wholly as trman beings, whether he knows it or not, and

we are affected by it as-human beings, w ether we intend to be or not.

Most of the objectional material appears in contemporary novels, many times

ostensibly selected because they are easier to read. Eliot says about such works,

"they may have the greatest and least suspected influence upon us: It is the

literature which we read with the least effort that can have the easiest and most
----

Insidious Influence upon us." 9
..



Dr. Robert Goldenson, a psychologist, states in The Encyclopedia of Human

Behavior: . ..

- , . "The adolescent idpnti.fies with heroes. in stories and gains vicarious satisfac-

tion from associating himself with these heroes. He uses them as models in con-
.

structinghis 'ego ideal' - the self he would like to become.. In their search for

security and approval, adolescents are particularly prone to hero worship. (Peof

'''he most important problemsfrin guiding them is to keep their eyes'on positive,,
inspiring models."

Ernest van den Haag, psycholanalyst and philosophy professor, says "Books

Influence what we feel, ;hat we love and hate, indulge or restrain, cultivate or

repress, and finally, what actions we take."

Another argument is-that the National Council of Teachers of English, the
-..

American Library Association, and other professional experts have recommended'

certain books. Don't let yours-eif be intimidated by such seemingly knowledgable

sources. These groups on a national level are extremely liberal and permissive.

.

Even Ncwsweek magazine toolethe National Council of Teachers of English to task

recently saying that one of their documents was more a political tract than a set

of education:0 precepts. It is comforting to know that many of their members on

local levels do not agree with all their leaders' pronouncements.

The argument that I hear which I take the greatesi'exception to is that

students are exposed +o all this objectionable material outside, the school, and use

all those four-letter words so why not allow such material in'the classroom.

It would seem to me that if they are so inundate4 with it outside'of school

that is all the more reason for not p'roviding them with any more. If a ,/unster
.

reads something under the covers with a flashlight, he knows that it is wrong

rand that society does not condone his behavior. If he reads if in school, he feels

his society thinks that this is appropriate for him. I would like to (mote from

Professor Harry M. Clor in Obscenity and the Public rK)rality.

"People are
influenced by what they think others believe and particularly by

10 r-N,
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whvat they think are the common standards ofthe community. There are a feW individuals

among us whose basic beliefs are the result of their own _reasoning and whose moral

opinions do not require the gupport'of some stable public opinion. The free circula-

tion of obscenity can in time lead many to the conclusion that there is nothing wrong

with the values implici it. Since their open 'promulgation is tolerated by the

public, they will come to the donclusion That public standards have changed or that

. there are no public standards. Private standards are hardput.to withstand the effects.;

of such an opinion."

There is alsd the point :hal it is true that students can avail themselves of

the obscene material that is so freely available on the market today but they do not

assume that parents know or approve.of their doingsso. However, if they are able to

avail themselves of such material in the schools, they assume their parents' tacit

approval.

The last argument I
would like to deal with is the one that we must teach

students about the real world, that we must give them material-that is relevant.

Since when was it the fynction,of the public school to expose young people 4Ievery

facet of the seamy side of life. Sha!: we approvo.field trips to brothels and gay

bars an'd x-rated movies? What that tact usually means is that we are choosing a.'

book of inferior literary quality because of its social or po'litical message and it

is likely to have some objectionable content. I would like to refute this argument

with some quotes froma book by James Lynch and Bertrand Evens called the High School

English Textbook.

"Ithough we do not object to the inclusion of contemporary literature, we

believ that it shouId nave the qualities_ to-recommend it in addition to its newness;--- .

that r
should be at least as. distinguished as the earlie'r pieces /hat it displaces.

Furthermore, the classroom provides the opportunity to read what the student May not

choose-to read on hifl own with the teachers assistance. He will have a lifetime to

read contemporary listeraiure but he may never again have such a favorable opportunity

to read anythihg 0150."

.1 4
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"The role of the English teacher would seem to be not to prepare astudent lo

read popular literature for which he requires little,or no preparation but to show

him how t6 read and to prefer something better. The weakness of such books for use,

that is for study, in the classroom is primarily that there is so little to teach'

because they hardly need to be taught."

NLiterature is not to be made attractive to students but students are tolbe

attratted to. literature. The latter role is properly the function of the informed
3

and enthusibstit *cher."

"Certain prevalent but nonsensical equations hat have tong hampered English

studies should be abolished :. namely, what Ispgreal is difficult, .that what is

difficult is uninteresting, that 4,16144.t is ,uninteresting is unteachbble. Neither

editors nor tqoachers should be afraid of giving students What is gbod for them.
. .

.

If studliwts knew what was good for them, they would neither need...teachers nor
.

textbooks. We must assbme that the real basis of'education is the-assumption that'-

those who kno.morc tan give a fair knowiedge.tO those who temporarily knoW less.

The greater gift that English teachers and editors of English books have, t9 give

is literatu re. The vapid theories that advoc ate teaching the whole:child removing
,

all iculAes from his pc.th and being permissive at every turn cannot be allowed
0 't A

to put in jeopardy the literacy of the whole nation." - . -

Newsweek pointed out that one of the reasons Johnny ca't write is that he is'

no longer exposed,to the wide range of reading a student must have if -he is to learn

to write clearlyk

/`;

Before closing, I do want to point out that /1---am aware there are parents who

ego too far and want only the most innocuous of materials, objecting lo practically

everything. I noticed that their excesses are aiwys used as examples of how

"ridiculous it is to question books while the really objectionable material is never

quOted. I think the public schools have lo striN0 for the middle ground, that which

will insure ttw greatet freedom to the most p2ople. Then those parents who want to

expose their children to more mature matter have every rigfit and opportunity to do so
12
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while those parents who do not, have not been forced to.

In summary, it is the responsibillIty of the school board to establish a policy

dealing with textbook selection. It isdpifficult for boards to adopt any regulations

that inhibit in any way teacher choice for fear of being labeled. Nevertheless, it is

the board's obtig-ation to ascertain its constituents' wishes, to represent those

wishes, to.provide for procedures fair to everyone, to determine what will stand up

In court in order to save their district future court costs, and to form a considered

opinion on this potentially vOiatile issue that they can comfortably and honestly

defend.

A
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